Gender EQuality Trainer Database List
Please fill in the registration form if you are interested to join the list of trainers

NAME
Profession
Organisation/Institution/self employed trainer
What topics are you training?
What is the special focus of your training concerning gender equality? On which
policy areas do you provide information in the gender equality training?
Mission statement/Motto/Maxim
City or region of residence
Area of training
I am ready to train in different countries/regions (please specify) for different groups
(e.g. public servants, police, military, health/social service, schools, universities etc.)
Language(s) you are ready to train in
Contact address, phone, e-mail, website
Experiences
What kind of training have you done, what target groups did you train, in which
countries or regions? What size of groups do you usually work with?
Informative references, contact persons (for registration procedure only, this
information will not be passed on to the public)
How did you learn about the Gender EQuality Trainer Database?
(Information will not be passed on to the public)
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Information for Trainers
Gender EQuality Trainer Database List
Integrity: who is behind the Gender EQuality Trainer Database List?
The database list has been developed by a Strategic Partnership in the Erasmus+
Programme of the European Union consisting of institutions and organisations in
Austria, Iceland, Lithuania and Croatia, led by the Lower Austrian Government,
department for generations, unit women and gender equality.
How can I be registered for the Gender Equality Trainer Database List?
Complete the registration form and send it to the coordinator. Create your profile by
disclosure of information and include a photo. Inform potential contractors with some
meaningful references about your experiences. Information will be presented in form
of a list of trainers.
What does PROFILE mean for the Gender EQuality Trainer Database?
Information, data and short concise statements regarding your person and your
experiences; (language) knowledge and training areas for gender equality. Links to
your own website (if applicable) with more references and detailed information.
What costs will occur for me to be registered in the Gender EQuality Trainer
Database?
The service is free of costs for trainers. The costs for organising the service will be
covered by the project GenderStrat 4EQuality, after that the partner organisations of
the project will be responsible for updates.
How and when my data and information with my profile will be online?
Each registration will be examined through contacting the trainer directly or through
a written confirmation of a reliable source known to one of the project partners.
Can I delete my profile or withdraw from the Gender EQuality Database?
Withdrawing from the database list will be possible at any time. Just inform the
coordinator via e-mail or telephone.
Can I announce seminars in my profile?
You can provide links to a certain website where detailed information of your
seminars are given.
Whom can I contact in case of further questions?
Maria Rigler, project coordinator, Office of the Lower Austrian Government
Landhausplatz 1, A-3109 St. Pölten
Tel: +43-2742 9005 13309
frauen@noel.gv.at
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